
FORESTRY TASMANIA (FT) BACKGROUND NOTES

Preamble

A solution to FT’s profitability is as far away as ever. 

This paper discusses the subjective assumptions that underpin the way FT calculates profits 

and values its forest estate. 

Perhaps losses are even greater?

A slightly different set of assumptions would make FT irrevocably unsustainable as it 

currently operates.

Other financial and accounting issues with FT’s past and present practices are then discussed

before a note on financial aspects of FT’s major customer Ta Ann Tasmania, its profit shifting 

activities and how it operates as part of a group which dwarfs FT in size and profitability yet 

is funded by the Australian taxpayer and partly underwritten by an insolvent FT.
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FT accounting issues

1. Profits and cash flow

The traditional FT view of profits was perhaps best put by then Chairman Kloeden when he 

appeared before a House of Assembly scrutiny committee on 3rd December 2008.

FT had just posted another shocker, a loss before tax of $55.2m.Without operating and 

capital grants pursuant to the Community Forests Agreement (CFA) the loss would have 

been $84.6m. Mr Kloeden pre-empted questions about the size of the loss with an opening 

statement that said, inter alia,

” Much has been made of the …. loss recorded by Forestry Tasmania, and it is worth 

explaining in layman’s terms how that figure came about when the operational profit was 

$8.5 million. In any business accounting, accountants calculate the value of the physical 

assets held in that business……. it is my view that this valuation number is a somewhat 

theoretical number. In financial terms, a better measure of how we are travelling is the 

operating profit or loss” 

Mr Kloeden’s view was that the best measure of profits was to completely ignore changes in 

tree values and quantities. By implication profits could be achieved by chopping down a few 

more trees provided they’re sold for at least $1 more than the harvest costs. Most foresters 

have a similar fuzzy view of profits as Mr Kloeden.

Now all movements in the value of trees, whether due to sales, deaths, growth or simply 

changing prices are included in the calculation of net profit in the income statement. 

Whether this gives the best and fairest view we will discuss below. FT no longer talks about 

operating profits and by implication non-operating profits. It simply refers to net profits.

However when foresters talk about a coupe being profitable they still talk the old talk and 

are oblivious to the fact that from a strict accounting viewpoint, profits now accrue each 

year with changes in the value of trees brought to account. 

Mr Kloeden also presided over FT incorrectly failing to include any portion of movements in 

unfunded superannuation liability as an operating expense in the relevant period. This has 

now changed. FT was last to fall into line with other government businesses.

The conventional accounting approach is that expenditure on new plantations and roads is 

capitalised as assets, rather than recorded as expenses in the income statement. When 

assets become impaired, an impairment charge is recorded in the income statement. 

But if those assets are impaired from day one, in other words they are a crappy lot unlikely 

to produce future profits, perhaps they should be written off immediately? 
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That’s what the Auditor General suggested in April 2009 in one of the earlier drafts of his 

Report no. 100 into the Financial and Economic Performance of FT finally completed and 

tabled in July 2011. (The AG was referring to plantations, but his argument equally applies to

regenerated native forests).

That’s what happens at Tas Rail chaired by FT’s outgoing chairman Annells. Tas Rail spends 

heaps on capex each year upgrading what it terms below rail assets which are immediately 

impaired and written off as future profits are unlikely. 

Furthermore foresters invariably exclude capital costs such as roading and regeneration from

profits, which arguably in FT’s position should be immediately impaired and recorded as a 

charge against current income as they are unlikely to yield future profits.

Harvesting a coupe is a cash realisation exercise not a profit making event. This is a crucial 

distinction which most fail to grasp. 

2. Valuation of the forest estate 

In 2010 FT adopted a new way of valuing its forest estate which is comprised of land, roads 

and trees. Future expected returns are discounted back to derive a present value which is 

then split between the three components. Land draws the short straw. It is allocated a zero 

value. Roads are allocated their written down value and trees end up with the balance. 

Forest companies, whether government or private, don’t all do it this way. 

The suspicion is the method chosen best tarts up the accounts, rather than forming the best 

basis for optimum decision making. Publicly owned forest companies, having forests with 

non-production values adds another layer of complexity.

FT’s total estate in 2014 was worth about $170 million roughly 50:50 between roads and 

trees. It’s quite bizarre, roads were valued at $85 million yet the land upon which they were 

constructed was valueless.

 In 2015 $18 million worth of roads were reclassified as trees.

The split and reclassifications involve subjective judgements.

Imagine trying to convince a dairy farmer that whilst his farm may be worth $5 million say, 

the land’s worthless; the milking shed, laneways and irrigation set-up have a written down 

value of $2.5 million, which leaves a crop of perennial ryegrass worth $2.5 million. Grass is 

the crop that feeds the cows to earn the income. Surely any residual value of the dairy farm 

must be assigned to grass? The result is a logical absurdity. Land has no value?

It’s one thing to value a working forest estate on the basis of future cash flows, but it’s a 

separate matter to arbitrarily split any value as FT does.
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What gets included in future cash flows becomes a salient question?

Obviously revenue. In this case it’s the stumpage return which is sales less harvest and 

cartage costs. That’s fine.

Cost outgoings over the rotation are taken into account, forest maintenance, overheads etc. 

Again no worries.

Land rental would ordinarily be included as a cost. But because FT owns (or controls) the 

land an imputed rent should instead be included. 

However the chosen valuation methodology, in theory, splits the forest estate and thereby 

allocates a value to land so there is no need to include an imputed rental figure as a forest 

management cost. That’s FT’s argument.

But, in practice, land is subsequently given a zero value.  

There’s a self fulfilling odour about the argument that imputed rent needn’t be considered 

because land is to be assigned a value and then a moment later giving it a zero value. 

When assessing future net income from a perpetual asset like a forest, FT only considers the 

current crop of standing timber. It ignores what happens after harvest. Establishment costs 

of the current rotation are ignored as only prospective costs are considered. 

That’s ok, but FT only offsets a few costs of the current rotation against harvest proceeds.

Post harvest costs such as regeneration are ignored even though most are mandatory under 

the Forests Practices Code. Whilst harvest and cartage costs are deducted from sales to 

calculate net revenue, the costs of roading aren’t.

It may be the costs of roads are not included when working out future net income using the 

same logic that excluded imputed land rents. Land and roads are assigned a value as part of 

the forest estate so the costs do not have to be included when assessing its value?

At least overheads are included when assessing future net income from forests. Different 

from when foresters talk about profitability. 

However roading and post harvest costs are conspicuously absent from both tree valuations 

and profitability calculations.

The tree valuation process is much like a Net Present Value (NPV) investment appraisal 

where a series of costs and income are reduced to a single NPV figure to ascertain whether 

it’s positive or negative, in other words whether the investment is profitable or not. The 

main difference with FT is that it doesn’t include all the costs.
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Roading and regeneration costs should be offset against revenue when incurred. And in the 

case of yet to be harvested coupes they should be taken into account when estimating 

future management costs as part of the tree value calculation.

How land is accounted for isn’t just an esoteric accounting argument. Land use is a crucial 

public policy decision. 

Whether it’s native forests or plantations?

In the case of native forests there are non production values so land arguably should be 

treated differently than land with a monoculture plantation. 

FT is in the process of selling the latter so the question of the land and tree split is 

important. 

The sale is likely to be a sale of trees but retention of the land pursuant to the Forests Rights 

Registration Act 1990. This is essentially a rent free arrangement for the term of the right. 

FT directors need to make it plain to Tasmanian taxpayers that they are about to sell trees 

for, at best, $1,000 per hectare, trees that have cost $4 to $5,000 to establish, and grant the 

buyer rent free use of the underlying land for 75 years. 

One suspects a few people might be interested to know FT is granting rent free leases for 75 

years.

What’s the odds a potential buyer of FT’s hardwood plantations with a 75 year forestry right,

crunching the numbers, will take into account all costs (or estimates thereof) over the 75 

year period in order to assess the value of the trees, not just the period covering the life of 

the current crop?

The anticipated low offers for FT’s hardwood plantation estate will certainly, in part, be due 

to the inclusion of costs beyond the current rotation whether they’re opex amounts or 

whether they form part of what FT regards as capex, roading and regeneration costs to be 

specific.

Wouldn’t it make sense for FT to adopt the same approach when it values a perpetual asset 

such as a forest? 

For native forest with non production values, land surely has a value? By definition, if you’re 

not clearfelling, you’re acknowledging other values that are worth something.  Proceeding 

on the basis that land has zero value can only lead to incorrect resource allocation decisions.

FT may claim a coupe has value and worth logging, but it really depends on the way it’s 

valued in the first place.

If you assign nil value to land it’s easy to argue harvesting creates no losses. 
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Yet it’s difficult to understand how logging native forest coupes don’t result in land losses. 

Especially clear felling.

The valuation methodology assumes no return on land, no $ returns on FT’s land 

whatsoever.  If there’s surplus value from forests, assign it to trees not land?

 If you exclude a whole raft of costs including roading and post harvest costs when 

calculating future returns from forests the value will be overstated.

And then splitting any derived value in the way FT does it is very subjective.

The value of FT’s forest estate, the only asset in its shrinking portfolio, is based on some 

questionable assumptions. 

One needn’t stray from the path of reason and reasonableness to calculate a much lower 

value for trees thereby making FT irrevocably unsustainable as it currently operates.

Does the current approach provide the best basis for sound public policy making?

3. Accounting for trees

Biological assets like trees are treated differently than inventory in most other businesses. 

The Auditor General discussed this on page 69 (on line edition) of his Report No. 100 into FT:

“In a conventional manufacturing business reporting the costs to produce products sold is 

essential. Similar accounting practices apply to retail businesses such as Coles or 

Woolworths. The proposition was put to us that in a forestry business costs should be 

allocated to each tree harvested so that sales proceeds can be charged with the full cost of 

harvesting. This is problematic in particular where there were no costs incurred in acquiring 

the trees. Forestry does not acquire trees. Another difference when compared to a 

manufacturing or retail operation is that trees grow over time and in some cases they die or 

fall down.”

AG misconstrued the cost of sales argument. It is ludicrous to infer the approach implies 

allocating costs to each tree. With livestock they can be allocated to each class of livestock. 

In the case of trees they can be allocated to each coupe. 

Maybe acquiring existing native forest coupes didn’t involve cash outlays but they were 

transferred from government at an agreed price. 

Acquisition costs have been incurred with regenerated coupes. 

And they’ve definitely been incurred with plantations. 

As the AG correctly observed:
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“However, costs are incurred in maintaining and growing trees, particularly in its 

plantations. These costs are either expensed or capitalised depending on their nature.”

 The AG did go to the trouble of calculating the effect on FT’s profits had FT adopted a cost of

sales approach to trees. He found operating profits of $200 million over a 16 year period 

(most in the earlier years) would have been $79 million less had FT adopted a cost of sales 

approach.

When one examines FT accounts there is a distinct lack of information about its trees. 

First plantations should be recorded separately from native forests. The info should be more 

like what’s recorded for each category of plant property and equipment. The costs info 

should be recorded and also provisions for impairments and/or revaluations in much the 

same way as provisions for depreciations and impairments for property and plant.

Take for instance the proposed sale of hardwood plantations. We don’t know from FT’s 

accounts what the costs are and what the impairments are. We just have the current book 

value and that’s all mixed up with native forests. 

It’s lacking in transparency.  Tasmanian taxpayers deserve to know what the cost and the 

current book value is of whatever FT is about to sell.

Arguably changes in tree values resulting from sales and losses and good husbandry should 

be treated differently from increases and decreases in value due to changes in the discount 

rate used to value trees and each should be recorded separately. 

This in turn would allow a reader to ascertain the various components of increases in tree 

value in the income statement. Some would be direct costs (the cost of sales) whilst the 

remainder would be movements in tree values outside FT’s direct control (eg a movement 

caused by changes in the discount rate used to convert future income into a net present 

value sum). 

Other forest companies do it differently from FT. 

The skimpy little note covering FT’s trees in the annual financial accounts is completely 

inadequate given that tree growing is FT’s principal activity.

4. Unfunded superannuation

FT’s financial accounts specifically indicate it is unlikely to make future tax profits. Its balance

sheet no longer contains a deferred tax amount being the tax effect of carried forward losses

should profits ever eventuate.

Yet FT took advantage of the fact it is still classed as ‘for profit’ entity (as distinct from 

government departments for instance) and was able to use a different discount factor when 

calculating its unfunded superannuation liability.
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The liability fell in 2015 as a consequence leading to increased profits. 

As a further consequence the Minister pretended the change in book value was an indicator 

of FT’s turnaround.

As already mentioned FT was slow to fall in line with accounting standards and other GBEs 

by not allocating any costs of the defined benefits scheme against operating income. The 

Auditor General found in his 2011 report that FT overstated its operating profits by $46 

million over 16 years by  not correctly recording defined benefits superannuation costs. 

That’s a significant oversight.

5. Lack of segment reporting

FT has failed to act on the Auditor General’s recommendation in his 2011 report to provide 

segment reporting. 

From page 31 :

”To enable users of Forestry’s annual financial statements to effectively assess its financial 

performance, segment information should be provided in line with Forestry’s internal 

management reporting. Such reporting is likely to enhance understanding by the public of 

the complexity of Forestry’s operations particularly the management of its hardwood and 

softwood plantations over varying cycles and the financial implications of this. In any event, 

such segment information should include financial performance as it relates to Forestry’s 

tourism activities (see Recommendation 4) as well as the following: 

 domestic sales 
 export sales 
 plantations 
 Forest management services 
 CSOs. “

(Note CSOs= community service obligations)

As a corollary, FT should provide better information on direct costs as well as segment data.
Other forest companies do.
6. Accounting errors and misstatements
The worst accounting transgression occurred in 2012. The accounts show timber sales of $89

million and direct costs (just the costs of getting product to the mill) of $57 million. The gross

profit (essentially the net stumpage value of timber sold) appeared to be $32 million, a big 

drop from the previous year. 
But hiding in timber sales was a $11.5 million handout from Ms Giddings sourced from IGA 

funds and there were freight costs of $7 million that should have been reclassified as direct 

costs. The gross profit from timber sales should have been $14 million not $32 million. That’s

a huge difference.
FT’s selective and sloppy accounting was quite prevalent in the Kloeden/Gordon era. Less so 

under the most recent Chairman. Opacity however is still a feature.
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Ministerial license is still used more than ever to misinterpret FT’s position. At some stage 

the chickens will come home to roost.
FT needs to adopt a consistent line on what constitutes profits, both at the company level 

and the coupe level. It was quite ludicrous for the Minister at the recent parliamentary 

hearing to make certain interpretations of FT’s profit only to be contradicted shortly after by 

the chairman.

Other issues

1. National competition issues

There is no doubt FT competes with the private sector in some areas.

It is also true that FT receives government assistance which allows it to survive and compete 

with the private sector.

The competitive neutrality provisions of national competition policy are supposed to restrain

government businesses unfairly competing with the private sector.

Minister Harriss offered the following at the December 2015 parliamentary estimates 

hearings into FT:

“Forestry Tasmania operates clearly in that commercial market space without any 

advantage over private growers. “

Clearly that is not true. 

I posted a blog in Dec 2014 titled FT and the Economic Regulator which covered national 

competition issues. 
Extracts follow:

The Government’s willingness to breach the spirit of national competition policy by its use of

State resources to prop up Forestry Tasmania whilst imposing austerity on broader sections 

of the Tasmanian community has struck a discordant note with many of the affected.

If prices charged by Forestry Tasmania were required to fully cover costs then it would be 

required to cease its unprofitable native forest harvesting.

A willingness by the affected to pursue remedies and solutions has precipitated this note.

Competitive neutrality complaints are handled by the Office of the Tasmanian Economic 

Regulator (OTTER) pursuant to the Economic Regulator Act 2009 .

A recent Treasury discussion paper discussion paper initiating a review of the role of the 

Tasmanian Economic Regulator discusses competitive neutrality arrangements.

”The objective of the competitive neutrality principles is the elimination of resource 

allocation distortions arising out of public ownership of entities engaged in significant 
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business activities. These principles seek to prevent government businesses enjoying a 

competitive advantage over the private sector due to the fact that governments may 

subsidise certain activities and they generally face lower financing costs and no tax liabilities.

Governments may compete in the private sector via a corporatised model such as a GBE or a

State Owned Corporation (SOC). 

At other times government departments and/or local governments may compete without a 

separate formalised legal structure, the provision of overnight camping facilities by local 

governments for instance.

In the latter cases the business activity is required to adopt full cost attribution. 

In other words prices are required to reflect the full costs of producing the goods or 

providing the services.

Under the corporatised model the entity is supposed to pay income tax equivalent payments

to government as well as guarantee fees to reflect the cheaper costs of finance of a 

government owned business. At this stage Forestry Tasmania doesn’t pay income tax 

because it’s unprofitable and it pays few guarantee fees because it has no borrowings apart 

from temporary overdraft facilities.

But the competitive neutrality guidelines don’t entertain the possibility of a corporatised 

government business being deficit funded to the extent that Forestry Tasmania has been 

over the past few years. 

If Forestry Tasmania were a government agency, as in the days of the Forestry Commission, 

it would clearly be required to adopt full cost attribution. 

But under the rules that apply to government businesses conducted via a corporate entity 

the full cost attribution rules may not apply and the government can continue to provide 

deficit funds or equity transfers.

But that would lead to the absurd situation where a loss making government activity 

competing in the private sector could be corporatized so as to avoid full cost attribution.

That would obviously contravene the principles of competitive neutrality. 

Certainly the spirit if not the letter.

So why isn’t the continued propping up of Forestry Tasmania using the resources of the State

against the principles of competitive neutrality?

2. A revised reporting schedule
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The Electricity Supply Industry Expert Panel’s Report handed down in March 2012 made 

some comments about reporting by electricity entities that are equally relevant for GBE’s 

like FT:

“In a number of other jurisdictions, public reporting by State-owned Enterprises comprises a 

combination of ‘ex-ante’, ‘process’ and ‘ex-post’ reporting mechanisms, which provide a 

more dynamic picture of business performance throughout the financial year. This typically 

comprises the publication of a summary of the corporate plan at the start of the financial 

year, a half-yearly report and a final annual report.

The Panel considers that there is merit from a public transparency perspective in improving 

the timeliness and currency of key SOEB performance information provided to the Tasmanian

Parliament, consistent with good practice arrangements in other jurisdictions. Specifically, 

this should include a Statement of Corporate Intent, a Half-Yearly Report and an Annual 

Report.

This kind of reporting regime is unlikely to result in any significant additional compliance 

burden for the SOEBs, given the existing Corporate Planning process, and the fact that more 

detailed half-yearly reports are already provided by the SOEBs to the Shareholders. It is 

noted that Treasury proposed a very similar reporting regime in its 2010 Position Paper on 

the conversion of Government Business Enterprises to State-owned Companies.”

We need more information in a timelier manner. FT directors usually sign off annual 

accounts by August 15 yet we don’t see an Annual Return until the end of October. Listed 

companies provide preliminary financials to the market by 31st August and full glossy reports

by September 30th. The 2014 report contained a welcomed Statement of Corporate Intent. It

wasn’t there in 2015.Plenty of glossy stuff and pretty girls on the cover but a lingering 

uncertainty as to what makes up FT’s bottom line. 
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3. Ta Ann Dossier

 The initial deal and subsequent changes

Ta Ann Tasmania (TAT), a wholly owned subsidiary of Ta Ann Holdings Berhad, domiciled in 

Malaysia, signed a wood supply agreement with Forestry Tasmania (FT) in January 2006. FT’s

CEO at the time was Evan Rolley.

A rotary peeler veneer mill, constructed in the Huon to process contracted timber, 

commenced production in the 2007 year. (NB TAT reports on a calendar year basis).

The wood supply agreement contained an option to build a second veneer mill in Smithton. 

The option was exercised in 2007. The agreement meant additional timber of 115,000 

tonnes (the Smithton wood supply) would be supplied taking the contracted annual amount 

to 265,000 tonnes. Smithton veneer production commenced in 2009.

Three tonnes of green timber makes approx 1m3 of veneer. The veneer was shipped back to 

the parent company to make industrial plywood. The veneer mills also source timber from 

private growers including plantations.

During the 2013 year as part of the so called forest peace deal negotiations, Ta Ann 

surrendered 108,000 tonnes of contacted timber. 

 The plywood mill

TAT current quota of 157,000 tonnes is enough for 50,000 m3 of veneer. The capacity of the 

Smithton ply mill is 48,000 m3.

We are yet to see any figures from the ply mill.

One thing we can be sure about is the location of the plymill in Smithton will mean that 

nearby coupes will have lower transportation costs than more distant mill. With contracts 

based on mill door delivered prices FT will favour nearby coupes.

Like Lapoinya for instance.

 Government assistance

FT contributed $2.4 million to TAT by way of redeemable preference shares in TAT in 2006. 

The shares have since been redeemed.

TAT paid $100,000 to FT for the Smithton wood supply option (exercised in 2008). TAT 

received a grant of $7 million conditional on constructing the Smithton veneer plant as part 

of the Tasmanian Forest Industry Development Grant process. 
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Such was the level of outrage from other recipients that grants were taxable; all recipients 

received another 30% in compensation. The strength of the forest industry lobby was 

glaringly apparent. As was their shameless opportunism. 

TAT received $10.3 in grants over the year 2007 to 2009 to assist with the construction of the

Smithton veneer mill.

Compensation totalling $26 million was received in 2013 and 2014 for the surrender of 

108,000 tonnes of quota. The amount was taxable.

A further amount of $7.3 million was received in 2015 (a further $200,000 is expected in 

2015.....financials not yet available) to assist with the construction on the Smithton ply mill 

completed in 2015. This amount was also taxable.

Government assistance to TAT to date has totalled $44 million.

 TAT’s balance sheet

Property plant and equipment on TAT’s balance sheet at cost is $93 million. This includes the

new Smithton ply mill, almost complete at last balance date. 

There are no borrowings save for loans from the parent entity. 

Working capital is not an issue as TAT only has one client, its parent company. 

Accounting losses to date have been $19 million. These have resulted from profit shifting to 

the parent entity (see below).

TAT’s equity represented by contributed capital and loans from associates after netting off 

receivables totals $60 million. 

Given government assistance has totalled $44 million, a cynic may argue the difference of 

$16 million is the parent company’s net contributions, mostly represented by second hand 

machinery transferred from Malaysia.

TAT is essentially an operation conducted for the parent’s benefit largely funded by the 

Australian taxpayer.

 TAT profitability

In five of the eight years of operation for which financials are available revenue was 

insufficient to cover the factory costs (ie before overheads) of producing veneer. Factory 

costs include logs supplied as peeler billets, factory wages, other direct factory costs and 

depreciation).
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Losses to date have been $19 million. This is after government grants being included as 

income 

According to FT’s figures the mill door value of logs is $62 per tonne. For 1x m3 of dry veneer

that implies $186 worth of timber inputs. Together with other factory inputs, total factory 

costs are around $350 per m3 of veneer.

Overheads run at around $5 million, which depending on throughput, is currently adding 

between $60 and $90 to the cost of each m3 of veneer. 

TAT has three ways to easily shift profits to its parent:

 Interest on loans. 
 Foreign exchange losses on intra-group hedging and dealing in $AUD and Malaysian 

Ringgit.
 Adjusting the selling price.

The best year was the 2011 year where production was 130,000 tonnes of veneer and sales 

were 135,000 tonnes (the difference was from inventory). The selling price was $365 per 

m3. Factory costs were $325 per m3 in that year, the best to date. However profit was only 

$1 million.

In every other year there have been losses before grant income. Over the period 2012 to 

2014 trading losses were of such magnitude they were almost enough to absorb  $33 million

of grant and compensation income received in those years. At a tax rate of 30 c in the $, 

that’s a tax savings of $10 million which together with the plywood mill grant of $7.5 million 

was enough to build the $15 million ply mill. 

A bit of profit shifting was all that was needed to ensure the Australian taxpayers fully 

funded the new mill.

There have been years when sales revenue as per the cash flow statement could not be 

reconciled with the income statement simply by making the necessary adjustments for 

accruals. The answer lay in the associate’s loan account where ‘sales adjustments’ were 

recorded, reducing sales in the income statement by, in effect, saying it was a loan not a sale.

Even though the cash flow statement indicated the receipts were sales, a sales adjustment 

soon converted the sales to loans. Losses were thereby increased.

The selling price bottomed in 2013 at an extraordinary low figure of $203 per m3, well, well 

below cost. Given that it takes 3xtonnes of green timber to make 1xm3 of veneer this was 

less than woodchip prices. 

Massive profit shifting made it possible to absorb almost all the profits from the $33 million 

in government handouts. The 2014 financials, the latest available show tax of only $450,000 

due. It was an impressive accounting performance.
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 Compensation: How was it calculated?

TAT’s accounts show the Smithton wood supply agreement covering 115,000 tonnes per 

annum has a cost of $100,000.

Yet in 2013 108,000 tonnes of overall contract was surrendered for a price of $26 million.

How it is possible for a company that sells its product at below factory cost can receive 

compensation for scaling back its activities and reducing the losses? If it were a loss of 

profits claim made pursuant to an insurance policy, would an insurance company cough up 

that much?

So was it compensation payable to the parent company for the loss of profits that were 

shifted abroad? 

It seems TAT has secured the best of both worlds. 

It is able to shift profits overseas and create losses yet is still able to claim loss of profits 

compensation.

The windfall compensation coincided with a payment to Mr Rolley now a local director of 

TAT and a small vineyard operator, for $150,000 worth of wine (including GST). As he assured

The Mercury at the time the matter became public it was an arm’s length arrangement. The 

wine was needed to entertain TAT’s customers. 

This seems an unlikely story.

TAT only has one customer. 

 TAT as a major FT customer

FT has more than one customer but TAT is the largest since the demise of Gunns.

In 2007 the Ta Ann contract of 265,000 tonnes was less than 10% of the amount being 

removed annually from publicly owned native forests.

 In 2006 native forest harvest from public land was 2.8 million tonnes. In that year high 

quality sawlogs of 330,000 tonnes , cat 2 and 8 sawlogs of 85,000 tonnes, pulpwood of 2.2 

million tonnes and regrowth peelers of 150,000 tonnes were taken from public lands.

FT had equity of $400 million back then. It was larger than Ta Ann’s parent when it 

negotiated the Wood Supply Agreement.

Now the picture is completely different. FT has zero equity making losses funded by the 

taxpayer. 
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Ta Ann Holdings Berhad had net equity of $400 million at December 2014. In the 2014 year 

it made $63 million before tax. From a pure accounting perspective, from a return on equity, 

that’s a pretty good result.

The plywood division contributed $7.5 million or 12% of the Group’s bottom line after the oil

palm division (49%) and logging (39%).

The plywood division only has borrowings of $29 million. During 2014 as it embarked on 

significant capital expenditure to build the Smithton ply mill and add another 25% to the 

manufacturing capacity of the plywood division, the division was reducing debt using the 

proceeds of Australian government handouts.

The plywood division’s borrowings are now, in effect, completely underwritten by FT, a 

company with zero equity operating only because of the State government’s letter of 

comfort. 

Given that 40% of TAT’s peeler billet entitlement was surrendered for $26 million, the 

remaining entitlement must be worth more than current borrowings of $29 million.

We were told at the time of the original wood supply agreement that supply to Ta Ann could 

easily be achieved by diverting a few logs otherwise destined for the chipper. Ta Ann logs 

would be sourced from arisings, the residue of sawlogging operations.

We now know public forests were being overcut, FT was starting to wonder how it could 

continue to supply its mandatory minimum amount of high quality logs of 300,000 tonnes 

per annum. Native forest woodchipping was levelling off before dramatically falling after 

2008/09.

Ta Ann quota is now 157,000 tonnes and the minimum high quality sawlog requirement is 

137,000 tonnes. The need to honour the Ta Ann wood supply contract is now the principal 

stated reason for logging the much publicised Lapoinya coupe. Peeler billets are no longer, if 

indeed they ever were, arisings from high quality sawlog production.

The tail is now wagging the dog.

It is mind boggling to realise all the work to establish sustainable harvest levels for public 

forests is now being set aside whilst the search party is out to find a level of logging for a 

sustainable FT. 

Assumptions of 80 to 90 year rotations used to calculate sustainability in native forests are 

being trashed if logging small 60 year old regrowth coupes like Lapoinya, with only 245 

tonnes of immature logs per hectare still occurs. 

The coupe is a good example of a poorly managed production forest being logged 20 to 30 

years before time. 
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FT says it’s an above average coupe. 

If that the case the end for FT is not far away.

There can be no conclusion other than the Lapoinya coupe is being logged to satisfy Ta Ann 

Smithton’s contracted amounts. Approximately 4,000 tonnes is destined for Smithton. The 

mill door delivered price based on FT figures is $250,000. After harvest and cartage FT will 

be lucky to clear $80,000, which even with revenue from sawlogs and woodchips won’t be 

enough to cover roading, replanting FT wages and all the other overheads.

No self respecting forester will argue logging Lapoinya reflects sound forestry practices.

It’s just belligerent stupidity, born of contractual necessity and driven by a short-sighted view

of profits.
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	I posted a blog in Dec 2014 titled FT and the Economic Regulator which covered national competition issues.
	Extracts follow:

